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FICTION

Fiction/Crime

People of
Abandoned Character
Clare Whitfield

‘An astonishing book set
in a Victorian London
plagued by Jack the
Ripper... I’d be amazed
if it isn’t dominating the
shortlists come next year’s
awards season.’
M.W. Craven, author of
The Puppet Show

A brilliantly dark historical crime novel with a masterful
hook: what would you do if you thought your husband
was Jack the Ripper?
London, 1888: Susannah rushes into marriage to a young
and wealthy surgeon. After a passionate honeymoon, she
returns home with her new husband wrapped around her
little finger. But then everything changes.
Thomas’s behaviour becomes increasingly volatile and
violent. He stays out all night, returning home bloodied
and full of secrets. The gentle caresses she enjoyed on her
wedding night are now just a honeyed memory.
When the first woman is murdered in Whitechapel,
Susannah’s interest is piqued. But as she follows the
reports of the ongoing hunt for the killer, her mind takes
her down the darkest path imaginable. Every time Thomas
stays out late, another victim is found dead.
Is it coincidence? Or is her husband the man they call
Jack the Ripper?

CLARE WHITFIELD is a UK based writer living in a
suburb where the main cultural landmark is a home store/
Starbucks combo. She is the wife of a tattoo artist, mother
of a small benign dictator and relies on a black Labrador
for emotional stability. She has been a dancer, copywriter,
amateur fire breather, buyer and mediocre weight lifter.
This is her first novel.

OCTOBER 2020 • 228x145mm • 384 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
@whitfield_riley

Fiction/Crime

WINNER OF THE
CWA DIAMOND
DAGGER 2020

Mortmain Hall
Martin Edwards
‘Edwards is famous
for his expertise in the
Golden Age detective
story, and this book
reflects his passion for
and his knowledge of the
period. This is no country
house murder mystery,
however, but a fast-paced
and assured thriller set in
1930s London; it’ll keep
you reading, breathless,
until the very last page..’
ANN CLEEVES

ENGLAND, 1930. Grieving widows are a familiar sight
on London’s Necropolis Railway. So when an elegant
young woman in a black veil boards the funeral train,
nobody guesses her true purpose. But Rachel Savernake
is not one of the mourners. She hopes to save a life – the
life of a man who is supposed to be cold in the grave.
But then a suspicious death on the railway track spurs
her on to investigate a sequence of baffling mysteries: a
death in a blazing car; a killing in a seaside bungalow; a
tragic drowning in a frozen lake. Rachel believes that the
cases are connected – but what possible link can there be?
Rich, ruthless and obsessed with her own dark notions of
justice, she will not rest until she has discovered the truth.
To find the answers to her questions she joins a house
party on the eerie and remote North Yorkshire coast at
Mortmain Hall, an estate. Her inquiries are helped – and
sometimes hindered – by the impetuous young journalist
Jacob Flint and an eccentric female criminologist with a
dangerous fascination with perfect crimes...

MARTIN EDWARDS has won the Edgar, Agatha, H.R.F.
OCTOBER 2020 • 228x145mm • 400 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘Gallows Court dips into the past, with
everything we have come to expect from
Martin Edwards: a lovely sense of place,
a tight plot, dry humor, and deftly drawn
characters we want to spend more time
with. Welcome to the Thirties.’
Laurie R. King

RIGHTS SOLD:
US/Can

‘Edwards has managed, brilliantly, to
combined a Golden Age setting with a
pace that is bang up to date. A great
sense of the era observed through
a cut-throat-sharp eye, every
page dripping with brilliant period
authenticity.'
Peter James

Keating, Macavity, Poirot and Dagger awards as well as
being shortlisted for the Theakston’s Prize and the CWA
Gold Dagger. He is President of the Detection Club,
Chair of the CWA and consultant to the British Library’s
bestselling crime classics series. In 2020 he was awarded
the Diamond Dagger for his outstanding contribution to
crime fiction.
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M.R.C. KASASIAN was raised in Lancashire.
He has had careers as varied as a factory hand, wine
waiter, veterinary assistant, fairground worker and dentist.
He is the author of the much loved Gower Street Detective
series, five books featuring personal detective Sidney Grice
and his ward March Middleton, as well as two other Betty
Church mysteries, Betty Church and the Suffolk Vampire and
The Room of the Dead. He lives with his wife, in Suffolk in
the summer and in Malta in the winter.
W.A.L.

W.A.L.
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NEW FICTION TRILOGY
FROM BESTESLLING AUTHOR

DAN JONES

In the summer of 1346, the biggest amphibious invasion fleet ever assembled in England left
ports across the south coast and headed for the Normandy beaches. One thousand ships,
carrying fifteen thousand troops, crossed the Channel, discharging in waves at St. Vaastla-Hougue. Or Utah Beach, as it came to be known almost 600 years later during a similar
amphibious invasion.
The ships proceeded under the cover of utmost secrecy, forced the landing and fought for the
beachhead, the first boatloads of troops fighting their way through arrow shot and steel blades
as they secured a foothold on the continent. Many of them were maimed, and many died,
their blood seeping into the brown sands as their comrades ran past them, towards even greater
dangers and adventures ahead.
The success of the Normandy landings in 1346 opened the way for a nightmarish five-week
campaign that tore a path through the Norman countryside. The invaders fanned out and
brought devastation to the land and its people. They ransacked, raped and robbed their way
through ancient towns like Bayeux and Caen, scorching a route upriver along the Seine, before
taking aim at Paris.
The invading army fell short of the French capital, but they left their mark all the same. They
crossed the rivers Seine and Somme, heading north in a race against their enemies, before
fighting, on August 26th, one of the most famous battles of the age.
Crécy.
The outcome of this devastating battle – and the experience of the Normandy campaign that
preceded it – would shape the course of European history for a century afterwards. It forged the
shape of nations, and the fabric of human lives. It was the original Operation Overlord, fought
by many bands of now-forgotten brothers.
ESSEX DOGS will be the first book in a trilogy of novels set respectively 1346, 1347 and 1348,
during the white heat of the Hundred Years War between England and France.

UK publication of volume 1, ESSEX DOGS, is scheduled for August 2022.

Fiction/Historical

The Vinolanda Trilogy
Adrian Goldsworthy
Vindolanda (Book 1)
AD 98: VINDOLANDA. A FORT ON THE EDGE OF THE ROMAN WORLD
The bustling army base at Vindolandaa lies on the northern frontier of Britannia and the
entire Roman world. In just over twenty years time, the Emperor Hadrian will build his
famous wall. But for now defences are weak as tribes rebel against Rome, and local druids
preach the fiery destruction of the invaders.It falls to Flavius Ferox, Briton and Roman
centurion, to keep the peace. But it will take more than just a soldier's courage to survive
life in Roman Britain.

The Encircling Sea (Book 2)

PUBLISHED • 228x145mm • 416 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

AD 100: VINDOLANDA. A FORT ON THE EDGE OF THE ROMAN WORLD
Flavius Ferox is charged with keeping Rome's empire safe. But from his base at the
northern frontier of Britannia, he feels enemies closing in from all sides. Ambitious
leaders await the chance to carve out empires of their own. And now more sinister threats
are reaching Ferox's ears. Stories about the sea-dwelling men of the night, who have
cursed the land and only come ashore to feast on men's flesh.These are just rumours for
now. But Ferox knows that rumours stem from truth. And that no one on this isle is safe
from the great, encircling sea...

Brigantia (Book 3)
Flavius Ferox has been summoned to Londinium by the governor, but before he sets out
an imperial freedman is found brutally murdered in a latrine at Vindolanda fort - and
Ferox must find the killer. As he follows the trail, the murder leads him to plots against
the empire and Rome itself, and an old foe gathering mysterious artefacts in the hope of
working a great magic. Bandits, soldiers, and galdiators alike are trying to kill him, old
friends turn traitor, and Ferox is lured reluctantly to the sinister haunts of the old druids
on the isle of Mona, and the bitter power struggle among the Brigantes, the great tribe of
the north ...

ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY

studied at Oxford, where
his doctoral thesis examined the Roman army, and
became an acclaimed historian of Ancient Rome. He is
the author of numerous books, including Caesar, The Fall
of the West, Pax Romana, and most recently Hadrian’s Wall.
Brigantia completes the trilogy of novels about Flavius
Ferox including Vindolanda and The Encircling Sea. He is
currently working on a new trilogy of Roman stories.
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Fiction/Historical

A Time for Swords
Matthew Harffy
‘With A Time for Swords,
I have picked up the
gauntlet once again, taking
the reader to the dawn
of the Viking Age and
the horrors of those first
Norse raids. And, for the
first time, I wrote the story
in first person. Finding
Hunlaf’s voice, as he
narrates his tale, has been
fascinating and fun. I hope
readers enjoy his story as
much as I loved writing it.’
Matthew Harffy

The life of a novice monk will be changed forever when
the Vikings attack in a new historical adventure from
Matthew Harffy.
There had been portents – famine, whirlwinds, lightning
from clear skies, serpents seen flying through the air. But
when the raiders came, no one was prepared.
They came from the North, their dragon-prowed longships
gliding out of the dawn mist as they descended on the
kingdom’s most sacred site.
It is 8th June AD 793, and with the pillage of the
monastery on Lindisfarne, the Viking Age has begun.
While his fellow monks flee before the Norse onslaught,
one young novice stands his ground. He has been taught
to turn the other cheek, but faced with the slaughter of
his brothers and the pagan desecration of his church,
forgiveness is impossible.
Hunlaf soon learns that there is a time for faith and
prayer… and there is a time for swords.

MATTHEW HARFFY grew up in Northumberland where
the rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had
a huge impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire with his
wife and their two daughters.

© Stephen Weatherly
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MatthewHarffyAuthor
matthewharffy.com

@MatthewHarffy
beobrand
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Fiction/Historical

Fortress of Fury
Matthew Harffy
‘Beobrand is like an old
friend, but with each novel
I discover new aspects to
his character as he travels
through the history of
the seventh century. In
Fortress of Fury, Beobrand
is stretched to the limit as
Bebbanburg is besieged,
and he has to confront old
enemies and struggle with
a forbidden passion that
threatens to destroy him
and the kingdom.’
Matthew Harffy

BOOK 8 OF THE BERNICIA CHRONICLES.
Beobrand is besieged in the action-packed instalment
in the Bernicia Chronicles set in ad 647 Anglo-Saxon
Britain.
War hangs heavy in the hot summer air as Penda of Mercia
and his allies march into the north. Caught unawares, the
Bernician forces are besieged within the great fortress of
Bebbanburg.
It falls to Beobrand to mount the defence of the
stronghold, but even while the battle rages, old and
powerful enemies have mobilised against him, seeking
vengeance for past events.
As the Mercian forces tighten their grip and unknown
killers close in, Beobrand finds himself in a struggle with
conflicting oaths and the dreadful pull of a forbidden love
that threatens to destroy everything he holds dear.
With the future of Northumbria in jeopardy, will
Beobrand be able to withstand the powers that beset him
and find a path to victory against all the odds?

MATTHEW HARFFY grew up in Northumberland where
the rugged terrain, ruined castles and rocky coastline had
a huge impact on him. He now lives in Wiltshire with his
wife and their two daughters.

© Stephen Weatherly
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MatthewHarffyAuthor
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The Times
Book of
the Month

The Observer
Thrillers of
the Year

Waterstones
Book of
the Month

Ge ne r al & L ite r ar y F ic t i o n

Wakenhyrst
Michelle Paver
The
Bookseller
Editor's
Choice

The Times
Best New
Historical
Fiction

The most impressive
novel of 2019...
It’s an utter triumph of
a book, a pitch-perfect
evocation of the stories
of M.R. James and A.C.
Benson filtered through a
21st-century sensibility...
John Langan

Metro
Best Fiction
of 2019

Big Issue
Best Books
of the year
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Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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A stunning new novel from the author of Dark Matter
and Thin Air.
1906: Maud lives with her scholarly father Edmund
in Wake’s End, a large manor house on the edge of a
Fen. When Maud’s mother dies in childbirth and she’s
left alone with her strict, disciplinarian father, Maud’s
isolation drives her to her father’s study, where she
happens upon his diary.
During a walk through the local church yard, Edmund
discovers a ‘doom’, taken from the church. It’s horrifying
in its depiction of hell, and Edmund wants nothing more
to do with it, despite his historical significance. But the
doom keeps returning to his mind. The stench of the Fen
permeates the house. And when he lies awake at night, he
hears a scratching sound – like claws on the wooden floor...
Wakenhyrst is a terrifying ghost story, an atmospheric slice
of gothic, and a descent into the mind of a psychopath.

MICHELLE PAVER was born in Malawi, central Africa,
to a Belgian mother and a South African father. After
university, she became a partner in a City of London law
firm, specializing in big-ticket litigation. Her father’s death
prompted her to take a one-year sabbatical, during which
she travelled around France and America and wrote her
first book, Without Charity. She resigned soon after her
return, to concentrate on writing.

michellepaver.com
@MichellePaver

F i c t i o n/ Histo r i c al

Hester & Crow (Book 1)
Katy Moran
The year is 1817. Napoleon Buonaparte has won the Battle of Waterloo,
Josephine is presiding in London and the Duke of Wellington is being held
captive in a secret location. Hester & Crow is a swashbuckling, historical
adventure-cum-love story - Poldark meets Ivanhoe - which introduces us to Hester,
a beautiful, fiercely intelligent, mixed-race daughter of a naval officer, and Jack
'Crow' Crowlass, a broodingly handsome, charismatic former aide-de-camp to
Wellington. Fast-paced, thrilling and romantic from beginning to end, it is the
first in a trilogy that will follow the fortunes of Hester and Crow.

Wicked by Design (Book 2)
Katy Moran
The year is 1819. In Cornwall, four women sit in the candlelit drawing-room at
Nansmornow, an ancient Cornish manor house. The air is thick with unspoken
suspicion and secret malice. As Hester Lamorn pours tea for her three guests,
she has no idea one of them is about to rock her new marriage to its very
foundations.

PUBLISHED AS FALSE LIGHTS • 198x129mm • 464 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

Half a world away in St Petersburg, Hester's impossible and charmismatic
husband, Jack 'Crow' Crowlas, will be caught up in a chess game of sexual
manipulation, played out across the sumptuous ballrooms of St Petersburg. All
Hester and Crow hold most dear will be tested to the limit and beyond: their
love for each other and their child, and for Crow, the loyalty of his only brother.

PUBLISHED • 198x129mm • 512 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

© Sam Walmsley

KATY MORAN studied Anglo-Saxon archaeology at
university before beginning a career in publishing, working
as an editor at Scholastic. Her first books were children's
and YA titles: Bloodline (Walker Books) was shortlisted for
the Branford Boase Award in 2009. In 2017, published by
Head of Zeus and working under the name K.J. Whittaker,
she wrote False Lights, recently re-titled Hester & Crow,
followed by Wicked By Design. When she is not writing, she
works as a bookseller and lives with husband and three
children.

katymoran.co.uk

Fiction/Saga

Christmas on
the Four Streets
Nadine Dorries

‘I spent part of my
childhood in the Four
Streets, and its people and
stories have never left me.
The characters were larger
than life, and everywhere
you looked there were
secrets, triumphs, and
disaster always lurking
around the corner. I
couldn’t stay away.’
Nadine Dorries

The new heart-stopping instalment in the Four Streets
saga, from the Sunday Times bestseller Nadine Dorries.
Christmas is coming to the Four Streets. But so is trouble.
In the biting cold there is no work for the men on the
docks, no food for their tough, resilient womenfolk to put
on the table. Children go hungry. What wouldn’t their
mothers give for just one cuppa?
News comes of a tramp steamer making its slow way
through the thick yellow fog of the Mersey. Ready for the
men of the Four Streets to siphon off some of its precious
cargo: tea, cigarettes, rum, rice, bananas and dried fruit,
treasure to store in lucky shed 7 with its broken lock,
before being shared out between hungry families.
There’s just one problem. Copper Frank ‘The Skank’
Wright and his wife are moving into Tommy and Maura
Doherty’s old house and Frank is out for some highprofile arrests. Meanwhile, Tommy and Maura have heard
the news and are on their way home from Ireland. There is
always drama on the Four Streets. Especially at Christmas.

NADINE DORRIES grew up in a working-class family
in Liverpool. She spent part of her childhood living on
a farm with her grandmother, and attended school in a
small remote village in the west of Ireland. She trained as
a nurse, then followed with a successful career in which
she established and then sold her own business. She is an
MP, presently serving as Parliamentary Under Secretary of
State in the Department of Health and Social Care, and
has three daughters.

‘Engaging... cinematic...
powerful.’
The Times

‘An addictive novel to be
devoured in one sitting.’
Sunday Express

© Cassie Dorries
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nadinedorriesauthor
nadinedorries.co.uk

@nadinedorries
nadinedorriesmp
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LITERATURE
from I R E L A N D

For further information on any of these books,
contact Claire Kennedy at claire@headofzeus.com

Contemporary Fiction

Love Notes From a German Building Site
Adrian Duncan
Paul, a young Irish engineer, follows his girlfriend to Berlin and begins work
on the renovation of a commercial building in Alexanderplatz. Wrestling with
a new language, on a site running behind schedule, and with a relationship in
flux, he becomes increasingly untethered. Set against the structural evolution
of a sprawling city, this meditation on language, memory and yearning is
underpinned by the site’s physical reality. As the narration explores the mind’s
fragile architecture, he begins to map his own strange geography through a series
of notebooks, or ‘Love notes’.

ADRIAN DUNCAN Adrian Duncan is an Irish writer and artist based in

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

Ireland and Berlin. He trained and worked as a structural engineer for over a
decade, received his chartership from the Institute of Engineers Ireland in 2008
and later returned to university to study fine art. He has written a collection of
short stories titled Chicken-Lane Manifesto.

228X145MM
216PP

Where Are We Now?
Glenn Patterson
When he unexpectly loses his job, Herbie struggles to find a purpose. His wife,
the great love of his life, has long left him for a Southerner, and his daughter
has fled Belfast for London in search of work and an easier life.But a local cafe
under new ownership, a friend in need and an unexpected spark of romance
give Herbie something to wake up for. From the author of Gull and Backstop
Land (both published by Head of Zeus), Where Are We Now? is a novel about lost
love, growing older and the realities of life in a society still haunted by decades
of violence. By turns moving and funny, topical and sharp, it is a life-affirming
story of a life not yet over.

GLENN PATTERSON was born and lives in Belfast. He has written a number
WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
256PP

of acclaimed novels including Fat Lad (Blackstaff Press), The International
(Blackstaff Press), The Mill for Grinding Old People Young (Faber) and he co-wrote
the screenplay of the film Good Vibrations, based on the Belfast music scene of
the 1970s. He is Director of the Seamus Heaney Centre at Queen’s University.

Contemporary Fiction

The Jewel
Neil Hegarty
A surprising and ambitious work of fiction centred on the art world, featuring an artist
who has become an art thief, an obsessive curator and a specialist in major art thefts.
At the heart of this moving and unusual novel is a strange painting by a woman who
committed suicide rather than live with neglect and pain. Her final glowingly beautiful
work was painted with a technique more usual for posters and banners, and not designed
to last. She intended it as her shroud. It hangs in a Dublin gallery, and it is desired by
a collector who is willing to pay to have it stolen. The thief is a disillusioned, corrupted
London artist coping with tragic loss. The curator of the painting is a lonely gallerist
whose life centres on her work. And the man charged with recovering the stolen painting
is a gay man trapped in an abusive relationship. The lives of these three damaged people,
each evoked with a calm, moving sympathy reminiscent of Michael Cunningham or David
Park, come together around the hauntingly strange Victorian painting.

NEIL HEGARTY was born in Derry and studied English at Trinity College Dublin. He is
WORLD ENGLISH

the author of the official biography of David Frost and of the acclaimed novel Inch Levels
(Head of Zeus), which was published by Gallimard in France in 2019.

228X145MM
368PP

An Unravelling
Elske Rahill
Molly is now in her eighties and she helps her grand-daughters Cara and Freya bring up
their young children with unstinting care. Hers has been a life of unselfpitying service,
from her working class Dublin girlhood to her current status as the wealthy widow of a
famous artist. But her own children, particularly her daughter Eileen, are her life's great
failure: unhappy, self-indulgent women who resent the younger generation's apparent
freedom from guilt and their unconventional family arrangements. This intricate web of
female relationships comes under terrible strain when Molly, her health sapped by her
constant efforts on behalf of others, decides to consult the family solicitor about changing
her will.This is a novel of great tenderness in its depiction of the small pleasures of family
life and ruthless in its portrayal of the dangerous power of money.

ELSKE RAHILL grew up in Dublin and lives in Burgundy, France, with her partner and
WORLD ENGLISH
228X145MM
496PP

three children. She is the author of Between Dog and Wolf (The Lilliput Press) and the
collection of short stories In White Ink, published by Head of Zeus in 2017.

Contemporary Fiction

Grace's Day
William Wall
Grace and her mother and sisters live on an island off the west coast of Ireland.
Their father is a successful writer of travel books that advocate a simpler way
of life, though he is so seldom there that his family become the subjects of his
social experiments and his children's freedom is indistinguishable from poverty.
Grace and Jeannie take turns to look after their little sister Emily. Then one
day - Grace's day - Em falls from the island's watchtower. But why and how Em
found her way to that dangerous height remains a mystery, and Grace's lifelong
remorse and guilt force her to relive the moment of her sister's death again and
again.

Suzy Suzy
William Wall
WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
240PP

'Someone will kill my mother. It could be me. There is something wrong with
me I know, but I see my dad thinking about it too.'
Suzy Suzy is the story of three friends, Suzy, Serena and Holly. It is also the
story of a family and country in crisis, seen with wicked humour through Suzy's
eyes. She can't stand her mother; her father is keeping secrets; and her brother
is a danger to himself and others. Serena's life is even wrose. Only Holly, the
weirdest of them all, seems to be happy. As the three friends try to make sense
of their lives, they are drawn into the centre of a mystery surrounding a murder.
Forced to make impossible choices, Suzy must navigate the increasingly bizarre
antics of her family and the oddities of hte mystery she finds herself involved in,
while also trying to survive the horrors of secondary school.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Italian

WILLIAM WALL

is the author of five novels, three
volumes of short stories and four collections of poetry.
His work has won many awards, including the Virginia
Faulkner Award and the Raymond Carver Award. In
2017 he was the first European to win the Drue Heinz
Literature Prize. His novel This is the Country (Sceptre)
was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize.

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
304PP

@williamwallbook

Contemporary Fiction

Skin
E.M. Reapy
Would you travel the world to feel at home in your skin?
Natalie is uncomfortable in herself. Her most recent relationship is long since
over, and she is disillusioned with her career as a teacher. So she packs her bags
and goes travelling in hope of finding a place for herself in the world. But her
isolation abroad only heightens her sense of unease. Obsessed with how others
perceive her, she recoils from relationships and eats – compulsively and selfdestructively, to silence the anxious voice in her head that never seems satisfied.
Skin engages powerfully with issues of self and belonging via an incredibly
beguiling protagonist – intelligent and self-aware, sharp and acute.

Red Dirt
E.M. Reapy
WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

A group of young Irish migrants leave a man called Hopper for dead on an
outback road in Australia. They barely know him; no-one will miss him in their
world of hostels, wild nights on cheap wine and grinding work on isolated
farms. In this powerful novel about the discovery of responsibility, three young
people – Fiona, Murph and Hopper – flee the collapse of their country's
economy. In the heat and endless spaces of Australia they try to escape their
past, but impulsive cruelty, shame and guilt drag them down, and it is easy to
make terrible choices.

228X145MM
352PP
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Bulgarian

E.M. REAPY

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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© Jessie Lendennie

is an Irish writer and tutor. She is currently
a Dublin UNESCO City of Literature Writer-in-Residence.
Her first novel, Red Dirt, won an Irish Book Award and the
Rooney Prize for Irish Literature.

Fiction/Crime & Thriller

Death of a Mermaid
Lesley Thomson
‘One of this summer’s best
surprises – a genuine nailbiter that weaves together
two mysteries over the span
of almost 40 years, to be
unravelled by a detective
with a passion for order
and answers. Now I want
to read all the other books
in the series.’
Joseph Finder on
The Playground Murders

A standalone thriller from the 750,000-copy-selling
author of the Detective’s Daughter series.
Freddy left her childhood home in Newhaven twenty-two
years ago and swore never to return. But now her parents
are dead, and she’s back in her hometown to help her
brothers manage the family fishmonger. Nothing here has
changed: the stink of fish coming up from the marshes;
the shopping trolleys half-buried by muddy tides; the
neighbours sniffing for a new piece of gossip.
It’s not what Freddy would have chosen, but at least while
she’s here she’ll get to see her childhood best friends, Toni
and Mags. At school, the three of them were inseparable.
The teachers called them the Mermaids for their obsession
with the sea, and with each other.
Then Mags goes missing, and Freddy must decide. Go
back home to her new life, or stay in Newhaven and find
her friend?

LESLEY THOMSON grew up in west London. Her
first novel, A Kind of Vanishing (Myriad editions) won
the People’s Book Prize in 2010. Her second novel, The
Detective’s Daughter, was a number 1 bestseller and has
sold over 750,000 copies. Lesley divides her time between
Sussex and Gloucestershire. She lives with her partner and
her dog.

© Emily Andersen
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@lesleythomsonnovelist
lesleythomson.co.uk

@LesleyjmThomson
@lesleythomson

Fiction/Thriller

District Eight (Book 1)
Adam LeBor
Balthazar Kovacs, a detective on Budapest's murder squad, is on the trail of
a dead man. Minutes ago, Kovacs received an anonymous SMS showing a
body and an address: 26 Republic Square – the former Communist Party
headquarters and once the most feared building in the country.
But now, amid the ruins of the demolished building, Kovacs finds no dead
body, just six members of the Gendarmerie – an elite police force reporting
directly to the prime minister – and an invitation to hand over his phone and
cease his investigation.

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
368PP

Kossuth Sqaure (Book 2)
Adam LeBor
When Detective Balthazar Kovacs is called out before dawn to a brothel owned
by his brother, he knows it can only be bad news.
A customer has died in the brothel’s VIP room. Worse still, he’s an Arab
financier, a guest of government, connected to a massive investment programme
that could transform Hungary. It looks like a heart attack – but why has the
brothel’s CCTV footage been erased?
Kovacs knows only too well the treacherous undercurrents that permeate life in
Hungary’s capital – the deadly intersection between the criminal underworld,
the corridors of power and the ghosts of history. He knows that his investigation
is more than likely to lead back to the seat of power, the Országház, in Kossuth
Square... But he does not expect to be swept into his own family’s dark past too.

ADAM LEBOR is a veteran foreign correspondent

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
228X145MM
432PP

who has covered Hungary and eastern Europe since 1990.
He is the author of six novels and nine non-fiction books,
including Hitler’s Secret Bankers (Pocket Books), which
was shortlisted for the Orwell Prize. His books have been
published in fourteen languages. He is an editorial trainer
and writing coach at the Financial Times and Citywire and
writes for the Economist, Financial Times, Monocle and a
number of other publications. He divides his time between
Budapest and London.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Hungarian, Czech

Fiction/Crime

THE

The Listeners
Anthony J. Quinn

CELCIUS

DALY
SERIES

A new crime series set in the brooding landscape
of the Scottish borders from the author of the
Celcius Daly series. Not long out of the fasttrack training course at Edinburgh’s police
college, Detective Sergeant Carla Herron is
about to be tested to breaking point. She’s
been called to Deepwell psychiatric hospital
in the Scottish borders to interview a patient
who has confessed to the murder of one of the
hospital’s psychotherapists. The confession is
vividly detailed, but for a man locked in a secure
ward and under 24-hour surveillance, it is also
utterly impossible. So why can’t the supposedly
murdered psychotherapist be contacted? Why
are the hospital staff so secretive, so difficult to
work with? Why have other Deepwell patients
made disturbingly similar confessions over the
past year? Against the advice of her superiors,
Carla delves deeper into the hospital’s past and
is plunged into a labyrinth of jealousies, lies and
hallucinations.

W.A.L. (xUS xCAN)
198X129MM
272PP
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German

W.A.L. (xUS xCAN)

W.A.L. (xUS xCAN)

198X129MM
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PUBLISHED • 228X145MM • 320PP
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ANTHONY J. QUINN is an Irish author and journalist.
He was born in County Tyrone and studied English at
Queen’s University, Belfast. His first novel, Disappeared,
was a Daily Mail crime novel of the year.

W.A.L. (xUS xCAN)
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Fiction/Fantasy

The Stitcher
and the Mute
D.K. Fields

‘Melding noir with the
fantasy genre, this is rather
a clever read, one which
feels prescient for our
reality.’
SciFiNow

The dazzling second novel in an upmarket fantasy trilogy
about murder, politics, and the power of stories.
Detective Cora Gorderheim has found the man who
strangled the Wayward storyteller. But he was just a small
part of a much bigger tale. Someone powerful ordered a
murder on Cora’s patch. That someone still lurks in the
shadows. But as she continues her investigations, Cora
is warned not to pry into the great and good of Fenest.
Too stubborn to know better, Cora keeps digging and
begins to piece together a conspiracy that reaches from
the gutter dwellers of the Union of Realms right to the
top: the Chambers.
As the Audience hear the Torn and Perlish tales, Cora
realises she must return to her own story, to its very
beginning, if she’s going to have any say in its end.

D.K. FIELDS is the pseudonym for the writing
AUGUST 2020 • 228x145mm • 400 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘An utterly absorbing tale set
in a fascinating world.’
Mick Finlay

partnership of novelists David Towsey and Katherine
Stansfield. The couple are originally from the south-west
of England, and now live in Cardiff.

‘If you love storytelling,
you’ll love this.’
Simon Morden
@dkfields1
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The Tremarnock Series

Emma Burstall has
a true knack for
transporting you to her
world, amidst beautiful
Cornish countryside
and a love that dares to
speak its name.

The Lovely Lane Series

The characters are
engaging... and the
theme of the novel
powerful.
The Times

Jane Corry

General & Literary Fiction • 228x145mm • 480pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES • Right sold: RUSSIAN

Sagas • 228x145mm • 384pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES • Rights sold: POLISH

Apollo Library Classics

'Litvinoff is a wonderful
chronicler of city
life... he conjures up
post-war Berlin down
to the very smells...
The Lost Europeans
is full of heart and
sensitivity... a compelling
investigation into guilt
and complicity.'

TLS

Apollo Library Classics

'Cultures and
nationalities, East and
West, merge and clash
in a reading experience
like no other... Set in in
Travnik, his home town,
it leaps off the page
through the characters
and their exchanges...
amid a wealth of
incident.'

'During the last quarter
century, Sciascia has
made out of his curious
Sicilian experience a
literature that is not
quite like anything
else ever done by a
European.'
Gore Vidal

Jan Morris

Irish Times

'The Day of Judgment is
that now improbable
gift, for which one
cannot be too thankful:
a great European novel.'
Susan Sontag

'Magical... Saltykov's
satire attacks the follies
that have blighted
humans from time
immemorial: lust,
deceit, violence, tyranny,
subservience. Saltykov
twists the reader's mind
with irony of situation
and style...

'A fascinating book, in
the original sense of
the adjective – spellbinding, mesmeric, and
sometimes disturbingly
prophetic... We leave
it slightly drugged and
mystified, yet somehow
slightly more aware of
things than when we
started.'

'A masterly novel, at
once ferociously funny
and compassionately
sad in its depiction of
the subterfuges and
small betrayals by which
people struggle to
survive in a communist
state.'

'A devastating memorial
to the old-time Labour
party.'

Daily Mail

Independent

The Herald

'An elegy for a doomed
way of life. The Hungry
Grass is a supremely
divine comedy: God's
laughter at the shattering
of a world. In the end,
the world proves too
strong for one mortal
man to sustain.'
Declan Kiberd

'Lovecraft is a dark
and baroque prince. I
think it is beyond doubt
that H.P. Lovecraft has
yet to be surpassed as
the twentieth century
greatest practioneer of
the classic horror tale.'
Stephen King

'The whole novel is
practically a picture
of a complete
dehumanization of
human beings, of an
absolute victory of
matter over spirit. And
as such it is strikingly
powerful, convincing
and impressive.'

'Very beautiful prose,
simple yet bright
with imagery and so
distinctive that one
could mistake no single
paragraph for the work
of any other writer.
Johnson belongs in
the tradition of Emily
Brontë and Emily
Dickinson.'

New York Times

New York Times

For further information on any of these books,
contact Claire Kennedy at claire@headofzeus.com
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The Time Traveller
and the Tiger
Tania Unsworth
‘It’s an adventure story
about fate, friendship
and unlikely heroes.
It’s also a love letter.
To the king of the forest;
the most terrifying,
extraordinary and magical
animal on the planet.’

Mingling the classic charm of Tom’s Midnight Garden
with the adventure of a lifetime, two boys and a girl are
lost in the forests of India where mighty tigers prowl.

Tania Unsworth

The Time Traveller and the Tiger is a multi-layered middle
grade novel rich in adventure, mystery, historical and
conservation themes.

Elsie is not looking forward to the long summer
holiday with her creaky, old Uncle John. But then the
unimaginable happens as Time unravels and Elsie tumbles
back to 1940s India to meet her Uncle John as a young
boy on a tiger hunt. Can Elsie stop him from doing what
he’s already told her is a wrong he can never right?

Cover artwork by Helen Crawford-White.

TANIA UNSWORTH comes from a literary, Booker PrizeJULY 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 200x135mm • 256 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES (xUS xCAN)

‘Teasing and suspenseful...’
Sunday Times
Book of the Week

winning family of writers and lives in Boston, USA. The Girl
Who Thought Her Mother was a Mermaid was published by
Zephyr in 2018.

‘[A] magical tale about
family and identity.’
The Times
www.taniaunsworth.com

@TaniaUnsworth1
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The Tindims
The Tindims of Rubbish Island
Captain Spoons and the Turtle Tangle

Sally Gardner
Illustrated by Lydia Corry
‘The idea for the Tindims
came from our beach
walks. Thinking about the
climate crisis and rubbish
overwhelming our oceans,
we began to invent the
Tindims and their island.
As mothers, we know
young and inquisitive
children will love these
idiosyncratic characters,
their sense of adventure
and their empowering
message of conservation.’

‘What is rubbish today is treasure tomorrow.’ A new
series that empowers young readers to get creative with
their rubbish and save the planet.
Join Captain Spoons, Mug, Jug, Brew, Skittle and
friends on Rubbish Island: wander through its warren of
underwater rooms, including a toothbrush library and a
hospital for sick fish, climb its terraces overlooking the sea
and scale Rubbish Mountain.
Prize-winning author Sally Gardner takes the Tindims on
their first ocean adventure to show keen young ecologists
how to help protect our planet for the future. Lydia
Corry’s charming black-and-white integrated illustrations
bring the Tindims to life on every page.

Lydia & Sally

SALLY GARDNER & LYDIA CORRY are a motherdaughter duo who came up with the idea of the Tindims
during seaside strolls in their home town of Hastings. Sally
is a Costa and Carnegie-winning author. Her most recent
novel is Invisible in a Bright Light published by Zephyr.
Lydia graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2009.
Her debut illustrated book, Eight Princesses and a Magic
Mirror, was published by Zephyr in 2019.

SEPTEMBER / NOVEMBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 198x129mm • 128 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

www.lydiacorry.com
www.sallygardner.co.uk

lydiacorryillustration
@TheSallyGardner
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Extinct
Hallucigenia

Ben Garrod
Illustrated by Gabriel Ugueto
‘Scientists predict that
as many as 99% of the
species that have ever lived
have gone extinct and if
you’re wondering how
many species that might
actually be... it means we
have already lost an almost
unbelievable 5 billion
species from our planet.’
Ben Garrod

A full-colour eight-book series by TV scientist, Professor
Ben Garrod, that offers a comprehensive look at the
strongest force in nature – extinction.
Each book will focus on one animal lost to extinction,
looking at their evolution, anatomy, behaviour, habitat
and their food chain to reveal why they went extinct.
With ‘New Science’ and ‘Ask the Expert’ sections, each
book will tell a different extinction story, from mass
extinctions caused by asteroids or mega volcanoes, to
over-hunting by humans and habitat destruction.
Featuring integrated colour artwork by one of the most
prominent palaeoartists working today, Gabriel Ugueto, the
series will examine our planet’s great extinctions through
eight animals: Hallucigenia (bk 1), Dunkleosteus (bk 2),
Trilobite (bk 3), Lisowicia (bk 4), T. rex (bk 5), Megalodon
(bk 6), Thylacine (bk 7) and the Hainan Gibbon (bk 8).

BEN GARROD is Professor of Evolutionary Biology and
Science Engagement at the University of East Anglia. His
three-part TV series Baby Chimp Rescue was broadcast on
BBC Two in 2020. Ben is a trustee and ambassador of a
number of key conservation organisations. His previous
books include the six book series So You Think You Know
About... Dinosaurs? and The Chimpanzee and Me, both
published by Zephyr.
© Chris Vaughan

SEPTEMBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / NON-FICTION • 216x155mm • 144 pp
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GABRIEL UGUETO is a graphic artist and illustrator
specialising in nature and wildlife.
DrBenGarrod
www.bengarrod.co.uk

@Ben_garrod
Prof. Ben Garrod
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Witch

Finbar Hawkins
‘I wanted to write
something that was a
song for the strong, funny,
wise women among my
family and friends. I also
wanted to write something
that pushed back against
patriarchy, and celebrated
freedom of expression,
community, and love.
Because that’s what makes
the world go round.’

Set in the 17th century, a breathtaking debut, and a
potential prize-winner, about the power of women,
witchcraft, fury, revenge and the ties that bind us.
After witnessing the brutal murder of her mother by
witch-hunters, Evey vows to avenge her and track down
the killers. Fury burns in her bright and strong. But she
has promised her mother that she will keep Dill, her little
sister, safe.
As the lust for blood and retribution rises to fever pitch,
will Evey keep true to the bonds of sisterhood and to the
magick that is her destiny?
Cover artwork by Edward Bettison.

Finbar Hawkins

FINBAR HAWKINS is a visceral, lyrical, dazzling new

OCTOBER 2020 • ZEPHYR / FICTION • 210x130mm • 252 pp
Rights: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

© Gavin Strange

voice in storytelling. He graduated from the Bath Spa
MA in Writing for Young People and lives with his family
in Wiltshire, a landscape steeped in myth and legend. He
is a creative director for Aardman Animations in Bristol,
where he makes fun interactive things for children of all
ages.

finbar.hawkins
www.lovelywork.co.uk

@daddyape
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Girl. Boy. Sea.
Chris Vick
Nominated for the 2020 CILIP Carnegie Prize
Storm, shipwreck, survival. Chris Vick’s novel delves deep
into the might and majesty of the unpredictable ocean, the
strength of an unlikely friendship between a British boy and
a Berber girl and their will to survive against all the odds.
Audiobook read by Isaac Rouse.
‘Moral dilemmas, spiritual guidance and human cruelty
underpin this rollicking adventure of unlikely friends.’
Daily Mail

When Betsy joins Myrtle the mermaid in her underwater
world, she discovers there may be monsters. . . shipwrecks,
lost treasure and secret cities. The third instalment in
the successful Mr Tiger and Betsy series from bestselling
author Sally Gardner with illustrations by Nick Maland.
The paperback is printed in Dyslexie font.
Audiobook read by Simon Russell Beale.
‘Sally Gardner’s tale unfolds with all the beautiful illogicality
of a dream... buoyed along by Nick Maland’s jaunty,
intricately cross-hatched illustrations.’ Financial Times

ZEPHYR / FICTION • JUNE 2020

ZEPHYR / FICTION • NOVEMBER 2020

198x129mm • 304pp • WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

198x129mm • 208pp • WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

Viper’s Daughter
Michelle Paver

Sofa Surfer
Malcolm Duffy

A boy. A wolf. The legend lives on.

Sofa Surfer shows how empathy and action can help those
without a home to go to. As with his widely praised, prizewinning debut Me Mam. Me Dad. Me., Malcolm Duffy
finds humour and heart even in dire situations. Relevant,
warm and rewarding, Sofa Surfer is about what happens
when going home isn’t an option.

Dazzling entertainment, seamless story-telling, book seven
in the bestselling Wolf Brother series is set in a world of
myth, menace, natural magic and exhilarating adventure.
This can be enjoyed as a standalone novel.
Audiobook read by Sir Ian McKellen.
‘What rich, immersive storytelling... The best book I have
read this year by a country mile.’
Hilary McKay, author of Costa-winning The Skylarks’ War
ZEPHYR / FICTION • NOVEMBER 2020
198x129mm • 256pp • WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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Mr Tiger, Betsy
and the Golden Seahorse
Sally Gardner, illustrated by Nick Maland

‘A crusading novel about an issue that looks to be
timeless.’ Financial Times

ZEPHYR / FICTION • SEPTEMBER 2020
198x129mm • 320pp • WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
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